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of the federal government-like the late Averell Harriman
.

and George Bush-are not mentioned at all. Nor do the
authors draw the obvious connection between the late Paul
VI's Populorum Progressio and Humanae Vitae in fighting
these "structures of sin," as they were called by the current
pontiff in Sollicitudo Rei Socialis.
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It is also an important omission, that although the clear
ties to the imperial policies of the British oligarchy which we
have mentioned, are all based on information in the book,
the authors don't make that connection, nor do they seem to

Executive Intelligence Review rele sed in June its new
Special Report, "The Genocidal R<lOts of Bush's 'New
World Order.' " The I88-page reIi<>rt, which sells for

notice that Margaret Sanger's birth control movement fed on

$250 and is available from EIR a P.O. Box 17390,

the despair born out of the meatgrinder that was World War

Washington, D.C. 20041-0390, do�uments the origins

I, which was the result of deliberate British imperial policies,

and scope of the policy of the l.S. government to

and the ensuing, hideous injustice of the Versailles Treaty,

depopulate especially developing sector nations-a

imposed by the British and French after that war, which led

policy put forward under the Carte administration, in
the infamous Global 2000 Report, and being realized

to Fascism, Nazism, Communism-and to World War II.
The authors do expose Gen.William Draper, Jr.of the
Population Fund for helping Sanger in her campaign to sub
vert the Catholic hierarchy and even to pressure the pope.
The following needs to be added: General Draper and his
son William H.Draper III, longstanding intimates of the Bush

under the Bush new world order.
Edited by U.S. Club of Life chtfrman Nancy Span
naus, the report makes the case t at the ideology of
"zero population growth"--Qr evel , nowadays, nega

tive population growth-is genocidiU . It elaborates one

family, did succeed in their decades-long project to make the

of the key components of Lyndo

dispensing of birth control a key instrument of American foreign

nomic theory: that the world need more people, not

policy.General Draper, the vice-chairman of the Planned Par

fewer.

enthood Federation, has guided George Bush's thinking on

LaRouche's eco

Included in the documentation re:

population matters for decades, from 1969 when Congressman

• the relationships, both ideolc gical and practical,

Bush was an overt advocate of birth control to stop the spread

between the Nazi genocidalists aJ d the "population

of "undesirables," down to the present.The younger Draper

control" movement in the U.S. in � e 1930s;

was co-chairman for finance (chief of fundraising) of the Bush
for-President national campaign organization in 1980; he now
runs population control programs at the United Nations, where

• the evolution of that lobby into the maker of

policy for the U.S. government;
• how U.S. depopulation poli y has been tested

the Chinese model of forced abortions and infanticide is shame

and applied, including in the Vietn

lessly inflicted on poor nations, with the complicity of the U.S.

recently, in the program which ste 'lized roughly half

State Department.

of Brazil's women of child-beaJring age.

m

War and, more

These facts make it clear unless the battle is broadened to

• the recently declassified Nati .. nal Security Study

encompass a struggle for economic justice against the British

Memorandum 200, written under tt e direction of Hen
ry Kissinger and Brent Scowcroft i the 1970s, which

system of slave labor and usury, the pro-life militants who read
this book will go down to certain defeat.It seems to us that
many patriots in lbero-America who

are

engaged in the fight

for their sovereignty, for national economic development, and

defines population growth as the e emy of the United
States, and targets over a dozen poo�er countries on its
"population enemies list. "

against the forced sterilization and other population control

• George Bush's involvement since his days in

programs being pushed abroad-by the same political figures

Congress, in promoting "eugenics" and depopulation.

exemplified by Bush, Clinton and Perot-have a somewhat
better understanding of the scale of the battlefield.
To all who wish to defend life without "exceptional cir
cumstance" asterisks on their commitments, it will be most
informative for them to reflect on the reference which pro

• the goals and activities of the premier anti-popu

lation organizations, from the
Worldwide Fund for Nature;

"
• quotes from the leading'

of Rome to the

population ideo

b

logues, from Parson Thomas Malth s of 18th-century

JOhnI.D. Rockefeller m
I
a case study of the demograif ic collapse of the

vides the title to the book.As Christ was being led to his

England, to Prince Philip and

Crucifixion, he warned: "Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not

today.

for me, but weep for yourselves, and for your children.For

C.II

•

hUD1f' environmental,

behold! The days are coming when they will say, 'Blessed

Roman Empire, showing the

are the barren, and the wombs that never bore, and the breasts

and ecological devolution which " as caused by the

that never gave suck!' ...For if they do these things in a

depopulation.

green tree, what shall be done in the dry?"
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